REVIEWS OF ILLUMINATE
1.

Kai Haakon E. Liekefett, partner, law firm, New York, (USA)

I took your course back when I barely spoke English. Sixteen years later I am a partner at an
international law firm in New York. Honestly, your course was an important step in my
career. That is why I wanted to send a quick thank you note. It was truly an excellent course.
Priceless.
___________________________________________________________________________
2. David Gloudemans, LLM candidate, (the Netherlands)
"The Illuminate programme of Legal English provides a comprehensive, engaging and wellpaced set of ten courses regarding the complexities, themes, terminology, case law, legal
history and practical application of legal doctrines of International Commercial Law. I found
that the programme with its high production value, immense attention to detail and its superb
delivery of material to be one of the best learning experiences I have had."
___________________________________________________________________________
3. Aleksandra Tkaczyk, law student, (Poland)
Generally, in my opinion the course is perfectly prepared. The detailed explanations of words
or legal definitions are a big plus for this course, because this helps us to understand the
essence of the word (and for me this is the biggest plus). Of course, it's great that a video
script is included in the course for people who are better at reading than listening. And the
navigation on the platform is absolutely intuitive.
___________________________________________________________________________
4. Paulina Działo, law student, (Poland)
What is amazing about the quizzes is the fact that there are various, interesting exercises and
moreover there is no time pressure, so we can focus on our knowledge and calmly do the
tasks. I also enjoy that there is not only reading information, but we can also develop our
listening skills and do the exercises based on them. The language of the course is
approachable for everyone. I wrote down the words which I didn't know so I can easily come
back to them and revise my knowledge from this course.
___________________________________________________________________________
5. Erica T, legal academic, (Brazil)
I am very enthusiastic after having completed the 10 courses of the Illuminate Programme. It
is very well structured, based on solid teaching and learning principles of brainstorming new
information, putting it into practice and reviewing the content throughout all modules that
help to consolidate the learning process. Also, the content and selected topics are thoughtprovoking, up-to-date and practical and encourages one to seek and deepen the content from
other sources after finishing the lessons.

___________________________________________________________________________
6. Patryk Wołoszyn, law student, University of Rzeszow, (Poland)
Overall, Cambridge Law Studio platform is an intuitive and easy to use tool. The site is wellmade and elegant. During my time here, I’ve never felt lost or confused. I have also never
experienced a single bug or a problem. The platform is well optimized which means that I
can use it without any delay, even on my aged laptop with poor specification.
In terms of content, Illuminate is just as great learning experience for a beginner as it is for
someone on a more advanced level. Even though I have previously accustomed myself with
the matter of the formation of a contract during my university course, Cambridge Law Studio
was a great place to revise and to broaden my knowledge.
The subject is explained professionally and in detail. Moreover, the participant can study in
his own pace, which is a big advantage. You can stop the course in any place and your
progress will be automatically saved until you decide to go on with it. This also gives you as
much time as you need to take notes, use dictionary, and write down any problematic words
or phrases.
This course is not just a regular slideshow. During the length of the course, your knowledge
will be periodically checked by interactive quiz to make sure that you understand the matter
and that you are ready to move onto the next parts.
To wrap it up, kudos to everyone who was involved in the creation of this course.
___________________________________________________________________________
7. Eyas Alkiswani, LLM International Commercial Law, (Jordan)
Thank you for preparing this useful and beneficial course it was such a delight taking it! I feel
much knowledgeable about the elements of contract and how to form a valid contract. Also,
the case study of Pennzoil v Texaco was profoundly and deeply discussed and explained!
Absolutely amazing, thank you again for this tremendous commercial awareness and I cannot
wait to start the next Cambridge Law Studio courses.
__________________________________________________________________________________

